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Presentation Outline

● Self-identified Leadership Style
● Key Themes Applied from 

readings/class discussions
● “Dr. C-isms” - All Star List
● Professional Aspirations



Self-Identified Leadership Style: Servant Leader
Definition of a Servant Leader (Dennis, 2010):

The servant-leader’s primary mission is to serve, then “conscious choice 
brings one to aspire to lead. They focus on growth and well-being of others 
and share power while putting the needs of others first.

● Servant leaders become angry on behalf of others. He acts in response to 
the way others are treated, not in response to the way he is treated

● Often servant leaders will stop a fight by deflecting or absorbing an attack 
and going on to do what really needs to be done (Kent Keith article 
discussed)



Key Themes - #1 Who Am I As A Leader?
5 Values of Effective Leadership:

1. Clear communication (to groups) - Ask how your stakeholders prefer you to communicate with them
2. Ethical Values
3. Participatory Empowerment - Engage others to participate in leadership through ownership
4. Strive to develop and maintain diversity in the workplace
5. Provide consistent ongoing recognition of people you work with

Reflections on Leadership Gained:

● Monsters from within: A common misconception about leadership is the “functional atheism” 
belief in that ultimate responsibility for everything rests with leaders and if anything decent is 
going to happen, leaders are the ones who must make it happen. We must lead from within first 
before truly changing our landscape (Jossey Bass, Leading from Within article)

● Fear, Insecurity, and the universe being a battleground defeats leaders
● Commitment is the fuel that drive leaders (Bennis, Learning to Lead article)



Key Themes - #2 Change and Leadership
Most critical principles amongst 10 Principles of Change Management:

● Address the “human side” systematically
● Create Ownership
● Address the culture explicitly and build an emotional/rational case for change
● Involve every layer - understand and spell out the impact of change

Reflections on Change and Leadership (Bolman and Deal, Reframing Organizations Article):

● Leadership is distinct from authority and position, although authorities may be leaders.  The 
meter maid has authority but not necessarily leadership

● A manager goes by the book when it comes to rules. A leader writes the book of rules
● Leaders’ stories succeed when they offer something that people want to believe, regardless of 

empirical support.  Even a flawed story will work if it taps persuasively into the experience, 
values, and hopes of listeners



Key Themes
#3 Navigating Social and Political Environments
Key Components of Leading 
through a lense of politics:

● Understand the distribution of power 
within and outside of the organization

● Understand who has the power 
necessary to assist with your agenda

● Meet and greet your local politicians
● Never pretend to be a politician...Just 

be politically savvy!!
● Do not get involved in political 

campaigns!!

Pearls from Machiavelli’s Memo:

● Having specific objectives is critical as an 
organization because if you don’t anyone 
with countering ideas and energy can often 
bend the institution in his/her direction

● In school-based environments decision is 
made by committee consisting of people 
engaged in pursuing their profession, not in 
making decisions

● If you ever have to “invoke” your authority 
you have lost it. Success depends on 
managerial savvy coupled with moral and 
political persuasiveness



Key Theme: #4 Ethics
Characteristics of Ethical Leaders

● Have passion to do right
● Are proactive
● Consider stakeholders’ 

interest
● Are transparent and actively 

involved in organizational 
decision making

● Are competent managers 
who take a holistic view of an 
organization’s ethical culture

Must-haves of Ethical Leaders

● Honesty at all times
● Care about employees
● Respect for people 

working in the 
organization

● Sense of justice - all 
decisions are treating the 
same

Key Quote: 

Ethics is about 
making tough 

choices - 
usually about 

people



“Dr. C-isms”
All Star List

● Buy time
● If it is not monitored, it 

becomes optional
● No one ever learned 

anything when they were 
talking

● Persuade - don’t order
● Leaders ask, “What do you 

think?”



Lights, Camera, Action!!  What Lies Ahead?
● Principal then potential Area Superintendent 

and possible Board Member for LAUSD (District 
2, preferred)

● Thought has been given on creating/developing 
a government sponsored International 
Education Liaison role for foreign countries on 
applying Western Education teaching pedagogy 
and curriculum (i.e. Partnerships between 
U.S.A. and the Philippines

● Developing an independent, self-made 
non-profit organization dedicated to serving the 
healthcare and education needs for students in 
low-income, urban areas in Los Angeles 
(causing the worlds of Pharmacy & Education to 
synergistically collide)



Special Thanks to Dr. C!!
Thank you, Dr. C. for being such a positive force and role model in this road to truly impacting the lives 
of current and future generations within our communities.  This class has been eye-opening in more 
ways than one and I am more determined now than ever before to leave my mark for the uplifting and 
betterment of others as a truly effective leader who will continue to improve with every experience 
and insight obtained!!


